
The best sex ever

1. Location

2. Adjective

3. Part Of Body

4. Part Of Body

5. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

6. Verb - Past Tense

7. Adjective

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Part Of Clothes

11. Part Of Clothes

12. Part Of Clothes

13. Part Of Clothes

14. Part Of Clothes

15. Part Of Body

16. Part Of Clothes

17. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

18. Part Of Body

19. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

20. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

21. Part Of Body

22. Part Of Body

23. Name Of A Boy
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24. Name Of A Girl

25. The Same Name Of The Girl



The best sex ever

One day I was REALLY bored so I called my friends to come over, but they were busy, so I said why not go for

a walk.

So I went to the Location and saw a really Adjective girl, she had amazing Part of Body ,

and a big Part of Body , I couldn't stop starring, so she got really mad and told to stop Verb - Present 

ends in ING , but I Verb - Past Tense her that a person could not stop looking at it, she was

Adjective and told me do you want to do it ? I was like he'll yea

So when we got to my Noun I told her come on let's get inside, so we went to my Noun and i

looked the door, so the first thing I do is take her Part of clothes off, and see her AMAZING

Part of clothes and Part of clothes , so she unzips my Part of clothes , and takes my

Part of clothes off, and then I took her bra off and started sucking her Part of Body , the next thing I

see is she takes my Part of clothes off and starts Verb - Present ends in ING my Part of Body , I

took her thong off and started Verb - Present ends in ING her, we kept Verb - Present ends in ING the whole

time, then I sticked my Part of Body in her Part of Body , and we had the best sex ever

When we finished, she asked me what's you're name, I said Name of a boy and you she said I'm

Name of a girl nice to meet you, and then she gave me the most adorable smile ever, from there I knew that

we



were meant for each other

and now as I'm writing this to you, I'm getting ready for my wedding (that is an hour later) with the most

wonderful girl in the world, her name is The Same name of the girl  :)
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